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NEUTRAL PION PHOTOPRODUCTION FROM
   HYDROGEN AT FORWARD ANGLES IN
     THE ENERGY RANGE 350-ii75 MeV

BY
Akihiro MAKI

Department of Physics, Fuculty of Science, Kyoto University, Kyoto

               (Reeeived February 28, 1972)

ABSTRUCT
   The differential cross sections near zero degree of the reaction rP-rr "P in the efiergy

range from 350 MeV to 1175 MeV were measured by detecting two photons from n"
mesons. The afigular dependences of the differential cross sections from zero degree

to 500 in the CM system at about 600 MeV and lOOO MeV were aiso measured with
the same method. The data were analysed with the similar method of Walker's partial
wave analysis. Tkis analysis required a rather large contribution of Pii wave in rrO

meson photoproduction from protons.

1. Intreduction

    Many experimental and theoretical efforts have been devoted in the field of single pion

photoproductions in the resonance energy region for more than two decades. Some char-
acteristics of large resonant waves, such as P33 and Di3, have been clarified, but many other

important features have been left unclear because of the diMculties of photoproduction
researches. On the other hand the knowledge on rr N scattering has provided the useful

informations on the nucleon resonances.

    Recently there are increasing interests in the problem concerning to the similarity and

difference between rr N scattering and pion photoproduction. This problem becomes very

important when the structure of hadrons is discussed. In the view point of quark model,
pions are considered to be composed of a pair of a quark and an antiquark, but photons are

considered to be elementary. The model predicts some selection rules for the photopro-
duction processes.i)-4) Indeed there seem to be some indications that the two processes
have different features. Some resonant states which have been established in a IV scattering

have not been established in photoproduction. They are Pii (1470), Sii (l561), Sn (1715),

S3i (1692) and so on.

   These states have spins of 112 and can not be excited by the initrial-helicity-3/2 amplitude.

On the other hand the large resonant. states, P33 (1236), Di3 (1518) and Fis (1688) can be

excited by both helicity amplitudes. Among them, the Di3 (l518) and F!s (1688) resonant
states seem to be excited mainly by the initial-helicity-312 amplitudes.4)m6) According to

the conservation of the angular inomentum, only the initial-helicity-Nl12 amplitudes are non-

vanishing amplitudes at OO or 180O. Therefore the differential cross sections of the reaction

rponOp at OO or 180O are more sensitive to study the small resonant states having spin 1/2

than those at other angles or total cross sections.
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    Ideally, to test the theoretical predictions, a comprete partial wave analysis of the data

is desirable. There have been many theoretical and phenomenological partial wave ana-
lyses of pion photoproduction data.7>-i4) Some of them can reproduce experimental data
very well, but most o'f them were limitted in the energy region, Among these analyses there

are some discrepancies. Overail understanding of pion photoproduction over the whole
resonance region has not been obtained mainly due to the lack of comprete set of precise
data, especially on the neutral pion production process. The precise and systematic measure-

ments of the differential cross sections at OO or 1800 are important to evaluate the small

amplitudes of the initial-helicity-l12 without distervances by the large resonant waves of
the initial-helicity-3/2.

    We report here the results of the naeasurements of the differential cross sections of the

reaction rp--->rr Op near zero degree in the energy range from 350 MeV to 1l75 MeV and in

the angular range from zero to 50 degrees in the CM system at about 600 MeV and 1000
MeV. We also analysed our data with the similar method of Walker's partial wave analysis.

2. ExperimentalProcedure

2-1 General Procedure

    Fig. 1 shows a plan view of the experimental area. The brernsstrahlung beam from
the l.3 BeV electron synchrotron at the Institute for Nuclear Study, University of Tokyo,

was incidented on a hydrogen target. The energies and correlation angle of two photons
from the rrO meson which was produced with the rp->zOp reaction were measured by a pair
of photon detectors. In order to measure the energy dependence of the differential cross
sections near zero degree, two photon detectors were set syrnmetrically at each side of the

beam axis facing to the hydrogen target. The openning angle between the photon detectors

was chosen to be equal to the minimum correlation angle of two photons from nO meson.
Therefore the photon detectors were set at very small angles (i.e. 7.50-22.50 depending on

the energy of nO-mesons) with respect to the bremsstrahlung beam.
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    As is shown in Fig. 1, many devices were used to reduce heavy background due to the
electromagnetic processes. These devices are:

  (1) two pairs of collimators and sweep magnets to reduce a hallo of the incident beam,

  (2) a helium bag and a vacuum duct were placed along the bremsstrahlung beam to
      remove air from the beam path,
  (3) a pair of sweep magnets, which were placed between the hydrogen target and the
      photon detectors to sweep out charged particles, especially electrons and positrons,

      and have a rectangular aperture of 15 cm wide, 10 cm high and 20 cm long and a
      magnetic field of about 5 K Gauss.
 (4) a pair of LiH hardeners of O.2 radiation lengths in front of the photon detectors to

     reduce low energy photons, and
 (5) many lead bricks for shielding.
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    The angular dependence of the differential cross sections was also measured in the

angular range from zero degree to 50 degrees in the CM systeni at the photon energies of

about 600 MeV and IOOO MeV. As is shown in Fig. 2, both photon detectors were placed
symmetrically with respect to the bremsstrahlung beam, however, the detectors were fnoved

downward so that the rrO mesons produced at the large angles could be measured with the

photon detectors. A few measurements at large angles (e.. :Cm500) have been performed
by placing both photon detectors in the same side of the beam lines as is shown in Fig. 3.

2-2 BeamanGtarget

    Electrons acc.elerated in the synchrotron striked on a 50 ptm thick platinum radiator

and produced the bremsstrahlung beam. The beam was collimated by a lead collimator
having a circular hole of 5 mm in diameter at 2.5 m from the radiator. Then it passed
through a 50 cm long sweep magnet having a field strength of 7 K Gauss. Tlie beam was
then led into the r-3 experimental area after passjng through the second lead collimater

having a circular hole of 20 mm in diameter and the second sweep magnet of 50 cm long
having a field strength of 6 K Gauss. The second collimator reduced the beam halloes.
The diameter of the beam profile was 22 mm at the position of the hydrogen target where is

10 m far from the platinum radiator. The beam profile and its position were observed with

a polaroid film.

    The fractuation of the end point energy of the brerr?sstrahlung beam was estimated to

be O.20/. by monitoring the field strength of the synchrotron magnet.i5) The beam spill
time was usually kept to be about 3 msec. The average beam intensity was about lt-1.5 Å~

I09 e.q./sec for most of the measurements, however at some of the measurements at higher
energies the beam intensity was reduced to about one-third of the average value to reduce

the accidental backgrounds. The total energy of the bremsstrahlung beam was monitored
with a thick-walled lonization chamber throughout the experiment. The accuracy in
measuring the total energy is estimated to be less than 3 Ors.i6)

    A liquid hydrogen target utiliging a small mechanical refrigerator was used in the
experiment.i7) Fig. 4 shows a schematic view ofthe target. Hydrogen gas from the hydrogen

gas reservoir which was placed out side of the experimental area was cooled down with liquid

nitrogen and then Iiquified into the condencer chamber by a (}B12-refrigerator. When the
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valves, NV-1 and NV-2, controled by pressurized helium gas were opened, liquid hydrogen
in the condencer chamber fiew into the liquid hydrogen container (appendix). When both
valves were closed, the liquid hydrogen in the container went back to the condencer chamber.

This procedure which fill the container with liquid hydrogen or evacuate liquid hydrogen
from the container took us only about 3 minutes.

    The liquid hydrogen container was a cylindrical shape of 60 mm in diameter and 120 mm

in length, and was made of Mylar of 75 um thick. The wall of the vacuum chamber was
also made of Mylar of 175 ptm thick. During the experiment, the pressure and temperature

of liquid hydrogen in the container had been kept at one atmospheric pressure and 20.4O K,
respectively.

2-3 zO meson detector

    Two photons from a nO meson were detected with a pair of photon detectors which
consisted of a lead glass Cerenkov counter of total absorption type, a scintillation counter

hodoscope, a lead plate converter, a pair of scintillation counters, and a LiH hardener. A

shematic view of one of the photon detectors is shown in Fig. 5. The informations on the

energies of both photons and on the correlation angle between the two photons were obtained

from the pulse heights of the Cerenkov counters and the addresses of the counter hodoscopes

which were fired. These measurements made it possible to evaluate the energy and pro-
duction angle of the rrO meson with large precision by applying the method proposed by

Tau.i8) The distribution of the correlation angles between the two photons from zO mesons

having a constant energy has a sharp peak at the minimum correlation angle, Åëmin
                                                                    '           cos Åëmin12=PIE,

where P and E denote the momentum and the total energy of the nO meson, respectively.
Therefore, in order to achieve the maximum detection eMciency for nO mesons, the angle

between the photon detectors was chosen to be equal to the minimum correlation angle.
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  (a) Cerenkovcounters20)
    The Cerenkov counter was made of a lead glass of 25 cm cube (8.8 radiation lengths)

whose refractive index is 1.6477. The lead glass was painted with CM enamel and was
viewed from one side with nine phototubes, RCA 6655A's, which were kept to contact opti-
cally close to the lead glass through silicon oil. Each phototubes was magnetically shielded

with a pt-metal cylinder of 1 mm thick. The gains and timing of the nine phototubes were

carefuily adjusted by using attenuators and delay lines. The output signals from these
phototubes were added together by an adder circuit.
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    The gains of the Cerenkov counters were calibrated with the monochromatic electron

beam which was analyzed by the pair spectrometer shown in Fig. 1. At the calibration
measurement the LiH hardeners were removed. In Fig. 6, the energy resolutions of the
Cerenkov counter for three cases in which the thickness of the lead converter was 2, 1 and

zero radiation lengths. The gain of the Cerenkov counters was periodically monitored by
using a photodiode X?-21, which was placed on the front surface of the lead galss.
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   Fig. 6. Energy reso{ution of the Cerenkov coufiter. The measurements were made using
          monoenergetic electrons analysed with the pair spectrometer shown in Fig. 1. LiH
          hardener was taken off at the measurernents.

  (b) Scintillation counter hodoscope
    Four kinds of scintillation counters were used in the hodoscope. They were made of
the 6.4 mm thick Pilot--Y scintillator having the dimensions of 3Å~20 cm2 (9 pieces), 2Å~20

cm2 (2 pieces), 8Å~21 cm2 (1 pieces) and 4Å~21 crn2 (2 pieces). The former two kinds of
scintillators vv'ere viewed by the 1" Åë phototubes of Phillips XP--1l10 through a fiexible light

pipe made of silicon rubber. The scintillators of these counters were assembled to overlap

with each other by l.e cm so that the position of the photon shewers initiated in the lead

converter could be measured with the precision of about 1.0 cm in the horizontal direction

(x-direction) over 21 cm in width. The other two kinds of scintillators were viewed by the

RCA 6655A phototubes through the fiexible light pipes and were assembled to overlap with
each other by 4.0 cm (Y-direction) over 20 crn in width. These two sets of hodoscopes were

mounted on a single flame together with the lead converter, as is shown in Fig. 5. Gains
of all counters of the hodoscopes were also periodically monitored by using the electron

beam of seyeral hundred MeV and by measuring the single counts during the experiment.

  (c) Veto counters and LiH 1iardeners
    A pair of veto counÅíers were placed in front of the hodoscopes to reject charged particles.

Each counter consisted of the scintillator having the djmension of 120 mm+250 mmÅ~6.4
mm which was viewed by a phototube RCA 6655A through a light guide made of luciÅíe.
In front of these veto counters, a LiH hardener of O.2 radiation lengths was placed to absorb

low energy photons. This hardener also reduced low energy charged particle backgrounds.
Gains of veto counters were colltinuously monitored by measuring the single counts as about

every thirty minutes.
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2-4 Electrenics

    A block diagram ofthe electronic system is shown in Fig. 7. Signals from the Cerenkov

counter, any one of the hodoscope X, any one of the hodoscope Yand from the veto-counter
of each photon detector were fed into a logic circuitthrough the discriminator circuits, so

that the coincidence signals (V'HX•HY'C) called the r-signals were produced. The coinci-
dence signal between the two r-signals from the both photon detectors, which was called the

rrO-signal, was used as a gate pulse to open many circuits such as the linear gates and the

AIDC (ND 160F) for both Cerenkov counters, the strobed coincidence circuits for all the
hodoscopes, the time-to-pulse height converter (TPC) and the PDP-5 data processor. The
gating time for the linear gate, the strobed coincidence circuit and the TPC were 50 ns, 20 ns

and IOO ns respectively. When the flO-signals was produced the PDP-5 data processor was

interupted and brought into the program mode state to record the flowing informations
into its core memories: (l) Pulse heights of both Cerenkov counters, (2) The time differences

between two photons, and (3) the address of the hodoscope counters which were fired by

the photon showers initiated in the lead converters. DuriBg the measurement, at the rest
of time the PDP-5 data processor displayed the two dimefisional spectrum of tvvJo photon

energies or the spectrum oÅí the time difference on a CRT. After about five hundred events

were stored, these data were transfered on a paper tape with a teletype (ASR-35). The
tape thus obtained were processed by PDP-5, PDP-7 and OKITAC 4300 data processors
with off-line mode.

    In addition to the electronic system described above, Iogic cit'cuits produced the coinci-

dence signals (V.HX.HY.C) for both photon detectors. This signals were called the charged

signals and monitored with the INS 10Mc scalers during the experimant.

2-5 Ca}ibration of the Detectien EMciency ef the zO Detector
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    The detection eMciencies of the rO-meson detector were measured by detecting both
recoiled proton and nO meson produced in the reaction rp->nOp with the experimental
arrangement shown in Fig. 3. The recoiled protons were detected with a inagnetic spectro-

meter and clearly separated from positive pions by measuring fiight time between Si and S3

counters and also by inserting a Cu absorber between S3 and S4 counters. The coincidence

signal of these scintillation counters (Si,S2,S3,S4) served as the master pulse of the proton

detection system and the gate pulse of the TPC. The fiight time spectrum was stored into

a TMC IOe channel PHA.
    The rrO mesons were measured with the system described before with only one exception

that one more information on the coincidence between proton signal and rrO signal was
added.
    The detection ethciency was evaluated from the following ratio,

                N(n Op)
            op =                 N(p)

wlaere N(rrOp) and ?V(p) are the coincidence rate between the zO meson aBd recoiled proton

and the counting rate of protons, respectively. The results are presented in Table 1, where

the results of the Monte Carlo calculation are also listed. They agree well each other
within the experimental and calculation errors.

   'Table 1. Deteetion eMciencles. The measured values of the cletection ediclency for nO
           mesons of the three different momentum are presented. The calculated values
           by the Monte Carlo method are also ]isted for comparison.

Coincidence
EventRate

Det,ectionEenciencyMomentumof
Taggedrr"Meson

(MeV)

0woLab

(deg.)
ExperimeiitalValue

(Å~1O-3)
MoRteCa!ro

Simuration(Å~10-3)

870
53S
364

29.1

32.5

34.6

199
137

 10

6.21Å}O.44
2.39-FO.20
O.78thO.25

6.19Å}O.35

2.38Å}O.18
1.14Å}O.17

    During this calibration measurement, the differential cross sections at about 50O in the

energy range between 500 and lleO MeV were obtained simultaneously from the counting
rate of nO mesons.

    By varing the excitation current of the spectrometer, the effect of the background events

from double nO mesons production was measured and it was evaluated to be negligibiy small

compared with the other errors of differential cross sections.

3. DataReduetion

    The differential cross sections of the reaction rp->nOp were obtained with the following

procedure;
  (a) discrimination ofthe background events from tlaeinformations on the time difference,

      the total energy of two photons and the mass of zO mesons,
  (b) corrections of the measured counting rate,

  (c) Monte Carlo calculation of the detection eMciency, and
  (d) reduction of the differential cross sections.

3-1 Rejeetion ofBackground Events

    The time-to-pulse height convertor of Culligan & Lipman type produces no output
signal when the start pulse is preceded by the stop pulse,2P Therefore those events without
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output pulse of TPC can be considered as accidental events. The amounts of these events
for each measurements ranged from 60/. to 360/. of the total events for the zero degree

measurements. A typical time difference is shown in Fig. 8.

    The maximum energy oÅí the bremsstrahlLmg beam was always set at about 150 MeV

2.00
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Event 'NQ

Åë

s

 o'51n

g

g -1

                        10 20 30 40 '5,O 60
                          PHA Channei Nurnber

Fig. 8. Typical spectrum of tlie flight time difference between two photons from the rre

       meson. The accepted area is shown with arrows. Time scale is also presented.
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Fig. 9(a). Total eRergy spectrum of r, e mesoRs whlch were detected with the full aperture

         of both photon detectors, The r,e events are not clearly separated from the
         background events due to the broad energy acceptance of the detection system.

Fig, 9(b). Total energy spectrum of r, " mesons which were detected with the iRner half-
         side of both photon detectors. Tlte r," events are well separated from the
         background events due to the narrowed energy acceptance of the detection

         system.
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higher than the photon energy corresponding to the central momentum of the zO detection
system. Fig. 9 shows the total energy spectrum of two photons. As is shown in Fig. 9(a),

there are many background events from the electromagnetic process at the low energy side
of the total energy spectrum of two photons from the rrO meson. In Fig. 9(a), it seems that

the separation Qf zO events from background events is not good because of a wide acceptance

ofour detection system. Thetotal energy sPeetrti'ni of two Photons from zO mesons detected

with a narrowed acceptance in which only innersides of both photon detectors were permitted

to be acceptable is shown in Fig. 9(b). It shows us that our detection system has a suMcient

energy resolution to separate nO events from background events. It is also considered that

there are some zO events from the double pion production process in the spectrum. These
latter background events must have kinematically total energies at most 150 MeV smaller
than the endpoint energy of the bremsstrahlung. Therefore those events which had total

energies 25e MeV smaller than the endpoint energy were rejected to reduce these background

events negligibly small.

    The measured correlation angles between two photons told us the masses of mother
particles through the following kinematical relation,

           /x ==2ki.k2 (l-cosÅë)

where pt, ki, Åë denote the mass of the mother particle, the photon energy and the correlation

angle between the two photons, respectively. Therefore only those events between 50-200
MeV in the mass spectrum were accepted as rrO meson events.

    The amounts of the background events rejected by these criterions ranged from 2%,
to 35 O/.. These criterions were requested in the Monte Carlo calculation as will be described

in the following section.

3-N2 Corrections of the measured cou"ting rate

    As was described previously, the photon detectors were set at very small angles for the

most of the measurements, therefore all counters of the photon detectors were operated at

fairly high counting rates. The electronic system used in this experiment can accept the

counting rate up to 30 Mc. Therefore, the counting loss of the veto-counters amounted
zero to 5e/. at most. However, the counting rate of the events that two charged particles

were recorded as the r-events in both photon detector was negligibly small, because the
coincidence rate of two charged signals (V, HX, HY, C) Å~2 was smaller than 20 % of the rrO

coincidence rate at most. When the accidental coincidence occured between the veto
counter and the other counters such as HX, HY and C in the one of the photon detectors,

the true rrO events were lost accidentally, because the events in which the two r-signals (V,

HX, HY, C) coincided were recorded as the rrO events. The counting loss due to this reason

was evaluated to be O.5-4 0/. from the average counting rates of the veto counters and the

time resolution of the veto coincidence which was 10 nsec. The uncertainty in evaluating
this loss came maiBly from the uncertainty of the time structure of the beam spill.

    For the good events in which a single or adjacent counters in the hodoscope were fired,

it was possible to evaluate the correlation angle between two photons. The energies and
production angles of the nO mesons and the incident photon energies for the good events

were evaluated event by event by applying the rnethod proposed by Tau. However, due
to the heavy backgrounds from low energy electrons and photons, there were some events
in which two or three distinct counters were fired. These events are called as "HODO-out"

events. The energy and the mass distributions discussed in Section 3-2 for the good events

and the "HODO-out" events have the same distribution. Therefore the "HODO-out"
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events were assumed to be the rrO-events and added to the yields obtained from the good
events by multiplying a correction factor.

3-3 MonteCarloSimulatien

    The detection eMciency and the solid angle of the detection system for the rre mesons

were fairly complicated. They were evaluated with the Monte Carlo simulation method,
in which the experimental and data reduction procedures were repeated exactly. The results

of the simulation were obtained as events rates versus the incident photon energy and the

production angle of the rrOmesons.

    In the simulation, the followings were taken into account.

    (a) The energy spectrum of the bremsstrahlung were approximated with the Schiff's
formula integrated over all angles.

    (b) The intensity distribution of photon beam across the beam line was assumed to
have the Gaussian distribution .with the standard deviation of l.1 cm. The errors due to
this assumption was estimated to be negligibly small. The finite lenngth of the target con-

tainer was also taken into account. This vvas the main source of the energy resolution of

the detection system for measurements at the extreme forward angle, because the correlation

angie between two photons was evaluated with the approximation that the reaction point
was considered to be the center of the target container.

    (c) The cross section was assumed to be constant in the whole energy and angular
regions. This assumption was confirmed to give no noticable error in evaluating the cross

sectlons.

    (d) The conversion eMciencles of photons in the LiH hardeners and in the lead con-

verters were taken iBto account. The LiH hardeners were assumed to absorb 15.5% of
incoming photons of 100-1000 MeV. The conversion ecaciencies of the lead converters
for photons into electron pairs were approximated in the following formula

           Veonv=l'eXP(mpt.X)

              pt ==O.0299 logio K+e.0322

where X and K were the depth of the lead plate in radiation length and the energy of in-

coming photon in MeV, respectively. The energy loss of photons was also taken into
account depending on the photon energies.

    (e) The pulse height spectrum of the Cerenkov counters was assumed to have the
Gaussian distribution with the relative pulse height resolution defined as follows;

Aki/ki -- D/ vlki - 6ki,

where D and 6k were a constant (4.85) and the energies lost in Iead converters in MeV,
respectively. The dependence of the pulse height on the incident position of the photon
into the Cerenkov counter was also taken into account in the simulation. This dependence

was also measured by the momentum analysed electron beam.
    (f) The hodoscope used in this experirnent was the scintillation counter hodoscope
of overlapping type. Therefore, there were two kiRds of channels. The first one required
the firing of only one counter and the second one required the firing of two counters overap-

ping each other. The incident positions of photons were measured by detecting the shower
electrons with the hodoscopes. Therefore the channel width of the first kind seemed to be

narrower than that of the second one because of the finite demension of the showers. This

effect was shown in Fig. IO and was taken into account in the simulation.
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    (g) Three dimensional momentum of the rrO meson was reduced from theinformations
on the photon energies (lci,k2) and the correlation angle (ip) by vising the following relations

according to the procedure described in ref. 18 and 19,

           ki.k2 :pt21[2(1-cosip)],

           kl+IC2==E.e,

           sinei/sin(Åë-ei) ==k2/ki,

where ei was the angle between the flight directions of the photon denoted "1" and the rrO

meson.

                           X--DFRECTION Y

1OO

A

1 z 1 5
----ts

ch.

Fig. 10.

100

B

                                            A         1 Ml 5ch.
Distribution of showers in the hodoscope. The yields of the odd channels are
distinctly small. These cliannels correspond to those which require only one
counter to be fired, while the even channels require two overlapping counters to
be fired. The even channels work as wider channels thaR the odd ones because
of the finite size of showers.

   The energy and angular resolutions of the detection system were estimated event by
event from the following value,

           z>sk = k'-ko

           Aecm==e'cnt-eocm

where prime and small circle denoted the reconstructed yalues and the initial values in the

simulation, respectively.

   In the region far from the peak of the two dimentional spectrum (energy and angle) of
simulated events, there were censidered that the precision of the simulation was poor.
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Therefore the data bins with small number of events (less than 30 O/. of the peak value) were

not used to evaluate the differential cross sections.

3-4 Reduction ef the Differentiai Cross Sectiens

    The experimental yield can be represented by the following formula,

            Y==fdkfd (cose")fdÅë" dd2ff. v.opeonv•NrN(k)

with k : energy of incident photon,
    e*,Åë*, : production angle of nO mesons in the CM system of the reaction rp--->zOp,
    da/d2" : differential cross section,

         v : detection eficiency for the rrO meson,
      opconv : conversion eMciency of photons in the Iead converter,

       Nr : number of nucleons in the target
     N(k) : number of incident photons.
On the other hand, the Monte Carlo sirnulation gives the following quantity,

            Y'Af == fdkfd (Cose*) fdÅë*v• opcenv . NAf (k) 12Cr

with NAf(k) : number of incident photons generated by random number in the simulation,

        C, : correction factor of the restricted regions of zO production angle and fiight

             direction of decayed photons in the rrO rest system. A factor two was
             multiplied because two photons are symmetric each other.
Finally the differential cross sections can be described as

            dds2if* wwrm Y/fN (k) dkfd (COSe*) fdÅë' op 'Tcenv.NT

                   Y NA,(k)dk 1
                  YM N(k)djc 2CrNT

                   Y J 1
                  YAf 2 2CrNr

with e : equivalent quanta irradiated the hydrogen target in the experiment,
        J : total repitition number of the siraulation.
    Using the experimental yield Yafter corrected as discussed in Section 3-3, the differential

cross sections were finaliy obtained as follows;

            d6 MF E            dg* = yfif ("l7 -7)'

          Jlwith M==-                    for unit count of beam integrator,
          e             2Cr•NT

    F,E : total yields in the same data bin of the full target and empty target runs,
             respectively,
    T,t : counts of beam integrator of the fuIl target and empty target runs,
             respectvely.
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4. ExperimentalRes-lts

4-1 Differential Cross Sections

    The djfferential cross sections at angles smaller than 7O obtained with the arrangement

shown in Fig. I are listed in Table 2-l, and are shown in Fig. 11. The widths of data bins

were chosen to be almost equal to the energy resolutions of the detection system. They are

Å}25 MeV at the two measurements of the highest energy (k.=1200 and 1150 MeV), Å}20
MeV at the next three measurements (k. ==leSO, 1100 and 950 MeV), and Å}15 MeV at the
rest measurements. The angular width of each data point is estimated to be Å}1 O (standard

deviation) at higher energies and Å}30 (standard deviation) at lower energies, while the

angular resolution of the detection system is slightly better than those widths.

    The angular dependences of the differential cross sections are summerized in Table 2-2

and shown in Fig. I2 (a)-(i). These data were obtained with two different experimental
arrangements. The data at 20e and 300 of the lower energies and 15O and 200 of the higher

energies were obtained with the arrangements shown in Fig. 2, and the other larger angles

data were obtained with the arrangenients shown in Fig. 3. The Iatter measurements gave
larger errors in angles and energies compared with the former measurements.

    The angles presented in Table 2-1 and 2-2 are the weighted mean values of all events

in each data bii3s.

Table2-1. Differential cross sections near zero degree. The presented errors include
         statistical errors, uncertainties of the "Hodo-out" events corrections, and
         count loss uncertainties of veto counters. Systematic errors common to all
         measurements are not included. (see text)

Kmax
(MeV)

  k
(MeV)

0cm
(deg.)

da/d9
(ptb/str.)

A <dald9)
(geb/str.)

500
550
600

650

700

750

800

850

IE15illli lliii lili
lil

llll/ illiii
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950

1000

1050

1l50

1200

igiiii illi ililil/i ii11illl

Table 2-1. Differential cross sections at large afigles.

     as those in Table 2-1.

The presented errors are the same

K
(MeV)

 Ic

(MeV)
 eem
(deg.)

do/d9
(ptb/str.)

A(dc/dS?)
(ptblstr.)

700

1150

520

550

580

610

64e

950

leoo

1050

iillli,ill' illiilllLil /1111111/111g
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1100
47.8

15.6

21.1

34.5

48.4

2.61

O.670
1.64

2.10

251

O.21

O.108

O.13

O.24
O.22

sflf

5.0
1

s

xKihik
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          N,}t

+
s
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1.0

Lwwwws=t:z!x1:r:- 1t.J"- x"

Fig. 11

          O.5 1,O                                        GeV
. Energy dependence of the differential cross sections of the reaction rP-rr eP near

  zero degree. The data presented here are those at the angles smal!er than 7
  degrees. The energy width of the data points are shown in some typical cases.
  The solid curve shows the prediction of Walker's original amplitudes. The
  dashed curve shows the value of our modified amplitudes. (see text)

Fig. 12. (a)-(i) (foliowing pages. 177-l79)

    Angular dependences of the differential cross sections at the incident photon
energies of (a) 520 MeV, (b) 550 MeV, (c) 580 MeV, (d) 610 MeV, (e) 640 MeV, (f) 960 MeV,
(g) 1000.MeV, (h) 1050 MeV and (i) 1100 MeV. Large ang!e data of other groups are also shown.
[# represents K. Berkelrnan, et al., O ; V. L. Highland, et al., 4 ; C. Bacci, et a{,, ,"r ; G.

BelleÅílini, et al., KIr ; R. Diebold, et al,, 4s ; C. Ward, et al.,* ; R. M. Talman, et al., O; G.

Sauvage, et al.and e;ours. The                                                               alker amplitudes                            solid curves are the prediction of originai W
(see text). The curves in Fig. 12(d) and (e) are the values at 600 MeV and 650 MeV, respectively.
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4-2 Errors

    The errors presented in Table 2-1, 2-2, Fig. 1l and l2(a)-(i) include only the following

errors,
 (i) statistical errors of the experiments and of the Monte Carlo simulations (6-12%),
(ii) errors of the corrections due to the "HODO-out" events (1-3 O/.),

(iii) errors of the corrections due to the counting loss of veto counters arising from the

     very high counting rate (O.2-1 O/.).

These errors depend on individuai measurement, and the first ones are the largest errors for

all measurements. Other systematic errors common for all measurements are;

 (i) uncertainty of the total fiux of the bremsstrahlung beam 30/.
(ii) uncertainty of the end point energy 2%
(iii) uncertainty of the effective apperture of the photon detectors 3%
(iv) uncertainty of the conversion eMciency 4%
(v) uncertainty of the nucleon number in the target container l%
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Energy dependence of the differential cross sections of the reaction rp-.n"p near

zero degree measured at other'laboratories. The energy width of the data points
are also presented.

    The quadrature sum of these errors is about 6"%. This systematic errors should be
taken into account to the errors presented in Table 2-1 and 2-2.

5. Discussion

    Fig. I3 shows the energy dependence of the differential cross sections of the reaction

rp-->rr Op near zero degree (ff{l70) which were measured by other groups.22}-2S) Comparing

Fig. 11 and Fig. 13, they seem to have a very similar feature in gross structure and to be in

a fairly good agreement in absolute values.

    In Fig. 12(a)-(i) there are also shown the large angle data measured at other laboratories.

In the energy range from 520 MeV to 640 MeV (Fig. 12(a)-(e)), one can see a general feature

that there is no angular dependence up to about 600 in the CM system. The agreement
between our data and those of other groups is fairly good. On the other hand, the energy
is higher, the peaks around 900 become higher. But the flat dependences at forward angle
do not change. It may be diMcult to reproduce theoretically the sharp peaks around 900

and the plateau below 600 simultaneously. It seems to be very important to measure a
systematic measurement of the angular dependence at these energies in the wide angular

range.
    Fig. 12(f)-(i) shows angular dependence in the energy range from 950 MeV to l100
MeV. Our data agrees well with those of Caltech at extreme forward angles, but, generally

speaking, are higher than other data at other angles.

    The differential cross sections of the rrO photoproduction at 1800 were measured by
several groups.33)-37} Most of them exhibit small but suMciently noticeable peaks at the

second and the third resonance energies. But our data do not show such an evidence at Oe.
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The DESY's data say that only I==3/2 resonances are dominantly excited at 18eO.36) It
seems that only P33 (1236) and F37 (1920) resonances are excited also at OO (see Fig. i1 and

Fig. 13).

    Fujii, et al., 38showed the evidence of n-cusp effect in the differential cross sections of

the reaction rp->n"n at l800. There is seen the similar effect at the energy of 700 MeV in
Fig. Il, though it is not so definit.

Tabie 3. Best fit values of the partiai wave analysis. The original values

analysis aad the prediction of a quark model are also presented.
of Walker's

Amplitude Best fit values

   (ptb)i12

     Original
Walker's amplitudes
     (ptb)i/2

Quark Model
 Prediction
  (pb)ila

Ao+[Sn(1561)l
Ai-fPn(1471)]
Ai+[P33(123S]
A2-[Di3(1519)]
A2+[Dis(1652)]
A3-[Fis(1672)]

   O.266
   O.493
 not modified
 O.866Å~10-i
-O.312Å~le-2
-O.667 Å~ 10-2

  O.460
   O.177
  1.414
  O.140
not included
not included

1.3

O.14
1.2

O.11

o.o

<10-3

    Recently Walker had made a partial wave analysis of the single pion photoproduction

using almost all of the available data including those of neutron target reaction.i4) His

amplitudes farly well describe the data over whole energy range below l.3 GeV. But, as

shown in Fig. 11, there are some discrepancies between our data and the prediction
ef Walker's amplitudes around 500 MeV. For a quantitative discussion we modified his
amplitudes to reproduce our data more suthciently by following his scheme of analysis.

Although his analysis contains many parameters, we modified only resonance amplituds.
The best fit values are listed in Table 3 where the Walker's original values are also presented

for comparison. Our result requires a rather large Pn excitation in the pion photoproduction

from protons. It contradicts with the prediction of simple quark model by Copiey, et al.4>

A similar result was recently obtained by Devenish, et al. in the partial wave analysis using

a resonante saturated dispersien relation.39)
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